
Bank of America Merrill Lynch and CLSA Asia-Pacific 
Markets are the top brokers in Asian equity trading 
for 2014. 

As a group, the top 10 equity brokers in Asia have been 
remarkably consistent over the past eight years in terms 
of the names of the firms making up that list. However, 
as a number of major brokers took actions to optimize 
their business post crisis and several up-and-coming firms 
gained traction, the collective market share of the top 10 
has eroded noticeably, slipping from an estimated 83.5% 
to 76% from 2007 to 2014. The decline mostly took place 
between 2009 and 2013, while the collective share of the 
top 10 has held steady since then. What has also changed 
over this near decade-long period is the order of the 
firms within the top 10. 

Relative to fixed income and other businesses, equity bro-
kerage is less capital-intensive. However, the Asian equity 
brokerage business is resource-intensive. 

The Asian market is geographically huge and heteroge-
neous. Covering this expansive market is expensive. In 

order to compete at the highest level, brokers must make 
sizable investments in offices, staff and infrastructure 
across most if not all of the larger country markets and 
industry verticals. Once a firm makes investments of this 
size it is fully committed, as evidenced by the consistent 
roster of top 10 brokers over the span of nearly a decade. 
On the other hand, as attractive as the Asian equity busi-
ness appears, attempting to crack the ranks of leading 
brokers at this point is a daunting task requiring sizable 
outlays just to enter a playing field already crowded with 
entrenched competitors. 

As a result, brokers not already in the top tier have largely 
chosen not to pursue waterfront coverage, but rather to 
focus, whether on specific countries or products, in some 
area of the business where they see themselves having 
some competitive advantage or being able to deliver a 
differentiated offering. 

“Given the diversity of the Asian equity markets and the 
demand for liquidity by institutions, leading brokers are 
typically characterized by their ability to combine distinc-
tive research and advisory coverage with robust execution 
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Note: 1Weighted by commission spend of accounts. Vote share and trading share represent a broker’s relative importance to the buy-side institutions within the Greenwich 
Associates universe. Scores are based upon the amount of business conducted with each respondent and the size of each responding institution based on commission spend 
with the sell-side community. Based on interviews with 238 respondents at Asia Pacific institutions for Asian Equity Research/Advisory Vote Share (portfolio managers) and 110 
for Equity Trading Share (traders). 2Includes top 5 relationship citations, distinctive service evaluations and any mention for transactions in specific options & volatility products: 
listed and listed look-alike options across single-stock, index, custom baskets, and variance/volatility swaps, dispersion/correlation trades and “lite exotics”/structured flow 
options. Based on interviews with 35 respondents at buy-side institutions.  Source: Greenwich Associates 2014 Asian Equity Investors and Equity Derivatives Studies
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capabilities across the high-touch and low-touch spec-
trum,” says Greenwich Associates consultant Jay Bennett. 

Greenwich Leaders
Bank of America Merrill Lynch and CLSA Asia-Pacific 
Markets are tied for the top spot in commission-weighted 
Asian equity trading with trading shares of 9.6–9.8%. 
UBS is next with a share of 9.0%, followed by Credit 
Suisse, Morgan Stanley and Goldman Sachs, which 
are tied for the fourth spot. These firms are the 2014 

Greenwich Share Leaders in Asian Equity Trading. The 
2014 Greenwich Quality Leader in Asian Equity Trading 
is Bank of America Merrill Lynch. 

What also sets the Asian equities business apart from 
other major markets is the extent to which research and 
advisory services drive institutional trading volumes and, 
therefore, brokers’ trading revenues. As the accompany-
ing graphic shows, institutions allocate about two-thirds 
of the commissions they pay on trades of Asian equities 
as compensation to brokers for their research and advi-
sory services. The rest is mainly driven by value added 
via sales trading and agency execution. “Research and 
advisory services drive trading revenues in Asia more 
than they do in almost any other market,” says Greenwich 
Associates consultant John Feng. “This dynamic results in 
a high degree of correlation between the ranks of lead-
ing research/advisory providers and top trading firms, 
though those able to demonstrate outstanding execution 
quality can capture trading revenues beyond those gener-
ated by their research arms.”

In Asian equity research and advisory services, CLSA 
Asia-Pacific Markets, Bank of America Merrill Lynch 
and Credit Suisse tie for the top spot with 8.8–9.3% 
commission-weighted shares of investors’ vote. Morgan 
Stanley is next at 8.5%, followed by Deutsche Bank at 
7.5%. These firms are the 2014 Greenwich Share Leaders 
in Asian Equity Research and Advisory Services. The 2014 
Greenwich Quality Leaders in Asian Equity Research 
and Analyst Service Quality are Bank of America Merrill 
Lynch, CLSA Asia-Pacific Markets, Credit Suisse, and 
Morgan Stanley. 

The 2014 Greenwich Quality Leaders in Asian Equity 
Sales and Corporate Access are CLSA Asia-Pacific Markets 
and Credit Suisse.

Note: 1Based on 238 respondents at Asia Pacific institutions.  2Based on 110 respondents at Asia Pacific institutions. 3Based on 35 respondents. 
Sources: 2014 Greenwich Associates Asian Equity Investors and Equity Derivatives Studies
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Allocation of Commissions for 
Research/Advisory vs. Execution
Asian Institutions — Asian Traders 

Broker capital commitment

Sales trading and agency 
execution** 

Other

 2012

Note: Based on 99 trader respondents in 2014, 100 in 2013, and 101in 2012. 
*Including the research portion of CSA arrangements. **Includes price 
improvement, market impact, etc. and the execution portion of commission 
sharing arrangements.  
Source: Greenwich Associates 2014 Asian Equity Investors Study
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Options & Volatility Products
Institutions choosing a broker for trades of Asian options 
and volatility products tend to focus on three main fac-
tors: options pricing, consistency of strong service dur-
ing periods of extreme volatility and quality of brokers’ 
ideas for hedging or investments. The leading brokers in 
the market typically demonstrate clear strengths across 
some if not all of these areas. The 2014 Greenwich Share 
Leaders in Asian Options & Volatility Product Coverage 
are Morgan Stanley, which is used as a broker by 71% of 
active Asian options users, followed by Goldman Sachs, 
Bank of America Merrill Lynch and Deutsche Bank, 
which are tied for the second spot with market penetra-

tion scores of 54–63%. Tied for fifth place are UBS and 
Citi, with scores of 43–46%. The 2014 Greenwich Quality 
Leader in Asian Options and Volatility Product Coverage 
is Morgan Stanley. 

Consultants John Feng and Jay Bennett advise on the 
institutional equity markets in Asia.

Methodology
Between June and September 2014 Greenwich Associates con-
ducted interviews with 238 Asian equity fund managers and 
analysts, 110 traders and 35 users of equity derivative products 
at institutions based in Asia. Interview topics included overall 
market trends, compensation, and broker relationships.

The findings reported in this document reflect solely the views 
reported to Greenwich Associates by the research participants. 
They do not represent opinions or endorsements by Greenwich 
Associates or its staff. Interviewees may be asked about their use 
of and demand for financial products and services and about 
investment practices in relevant financial markets. Greenwich 
Associates compiles the data received, conducts statistical analy-
sis and reviews for presentation purposes in order to produce the 
final results.

© 2014 Greenwich Associates, LLC. All rights reserved. Javelin Strategy & 
Research is a subsidiary of Greenwich Associates. No portion of these materials 
may be copied, reproduced, distributed or transmitted, electronically or otherwise, 
to external parties or publicly without the permission of Greenwich Associates, 
LLC. Greenwich Associates®, Competitive Challenges®, Greenwich Quality 
Index®, Greenwich ACCESS™, and Greenwich Reports® are registered marks 
of Greenwich Associates, LLC. Greenwich Associates may also have rights in 
certain other marks used in these materials.

The Greenwich Quality LeaderSM and Greenwich Share LeaderSM designations are 
determined entirely by the results of the interviews described above and do not 
represent opinions or endorsements by Greenwich Associates or its staff. Such 
designations are a product of numerical scores in Greenwich Associates’ propri-
etary studies that are generated from the study interviews and are based on a sta-
tistical significance confidence level of at least 80%. No advertising, promotional 
or other commercial use can be made of any name, mark or logo of Greenwich 
Associates without the express prior written consent of Greenwich Associates.
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Most Important Selection Criteria for Options Trading

Consistently Strong Service During 
Periods of Extreme Market Volatility

Competitiveness of Single-Stock 
Options Pricing

Competitiveness of Index 
Options Pricing

Quality of Options Trading Ideas

Understanding Flow Investment 
Strategies or Hedging Needs

Prime Brokerage Relationship 
with Executing Broker

Market Color

Willingness to Commit Capital to 
Facilitate Larger Options Trades

Quality of Options & Volatility Research

Creditworthiness of Counterparty

Quality of Service Around 
Back-Office Functions

Electronic Trading Capability for Options

Note: Based on random sample of 27 institutional investors in 2014.  
Source: Greenwich Associates Equity Derivatives Asia 2014
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